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ABSTRACT

Aide is a knowledge-based planning assistant for in-

telligent data exploration that draws on research in

mixed-initiative planning and collaborative systems.

Aide incrementally explores a dataset, guided by user

directives and its own evaluation of the data. The sys-

tem is mixed-initiative: it semi-autonomously pursues

high- and low-level goals but allows the user to re-

view and potentially override its decisions. This paper

briey describes the exploratory task, Aide's architec-

ture, and how the system interacts with the user. The

bulk of the paper is devoted to an experiment in which

we compared the performance of human subjects ana-

lyzing data with and withoutAide. Although subjects

each worked with Aide for only a few hours, the sys-

tem clearly inuenced the e�ciency and coherence of

their exploration. We surmise that Aide facilitates

data analysis primarily by helping analysts navigate

through the large space of decisions involved in explor-

ing a dataset.

Category: Paper.

Application area: Expert assistants.

Technical issues: Action selection and planning; col-

laboration between people and agents.

Introduction

Exploratory data analysis, or EDA (Tukey 1977), has

come to play an increasingly important role in statisti-

cal analysis. Modern computer-based statistics pack-

ages contain a rich set of operations, suitable for almost

any EDA application. One can transform and reduce

data, identify and describe clusters, �t lines and higher

order functions to relationships, build a variety of mod-

els to �t data, among many other possibilities. Results

of these operations combine to provide a more complete

picture of patterns in a dataset.

Unfortunately, EDA can be di�cult. Conventional

statistics packages o�er hundreds of operations, which

must often be combined in lengthy sequences to pro-

duce useful results. Choosing appropriate operations

can depend on what one knows about the data|

whether a linear relationship between x and y is plau-

sible, if a natural interpretation of clusters exists,

whether a set of values has a practical bound. EDA is

hard for a human analyst to do alone, but because it

requires informed, human judgment, complete automa-

tion of the process is not feasible either. To solve this

problem a system must strike a balance between au-

tonomy and accommodation, where \accommodation"

means a responsiveness to knowledgeable human guid-

ance (Lubinsky & Pregibon 1988).

For the past several years we have been working on

a system to help people with EDA. Aide, an Assistant

for Intelligent Data Exploration, is a knowledge-based

planning system that incrementally explores a dataset,

guided by user directives and its own evaluation of in-

dications in the data. As a mixed-initiative planning

system (Allen 1994), Aide must assist in an explo-

ration, rather than taking over the process completely

or waiting for instructions for each of its actions. Aide

balances autonomy and accommodation within a par-

tial hierarchical planning framework, which generates

an explicit representation of the exploration process

for the user's review and modi�cation. Our experience

with this arrangement has shown it to be a promising

approach to improving data analysis.

Elsewhere we have described Aide's operations

and primitive data structures (St. Amant & Cohen

1996a), its planning representation (St. Amant & Co-

hen 1996b), its user interface (St. Amant & Cohen

1997), and the system as a whole (St. Amant 1996).

This paper discusses a recent evaluation we conducted



with the goal of demonstrating that Aide works. A

closely related concern was that we understand why

Aide works. That is, Aide is a large software artifact,

under development since 1993. It has grown far too

complex for us to say, \Aide is e�ective for such-and-

such a reason; proof by inspection of the code." In-

stead, we have built empirical models of the system's

behavior and its interaction with users. This paper

focuses on the development of these models and how

they help us to better understand Aide as an auto-

mated assistant.

Data exploration and Aide

Aide is designed around a partial hierarchical plan-

ner (George� & Lansky 1986; Carver & Lesser 1993).

Partial hierarchical planners are a type of reactive

planner, designed for complex, rapidly changing en-

vironments. In many ways the EDA search space is

such an environment: we can't plan every conceivable

action in advance; each new nugget of information can

change our view of the problem; a course of action

we initially thought appropriate may suddenly become

useless. Partial hierarchical planners have properties

designed to help them cope with such environments.

They can exhibit complex behavior, relying on pre-

compiled, often hand-constructed plans to guide their

actions. They are responsive to changes in the envi-

ronment; they generate plans on the y, rather than

elaborating a plan to completion before executing it.

Plan structures can be modi�ed opportunistically in

response to new information. This kind of planning is

well-suited to exploration.

Aide plans as follows. When a dataset or relation-

ship is presented to the system, a goal is established

for its exploration. The planner searches through its

library for an appropriate plan and expands it, that

is, establishes a set of new subgoals to be satis�ed.

These subgoals are satis�ed in turn by plans from the

library. Goals can also be satis�ed directly by prim-

itive actions, which execute code directly rather than

establishing new subgoals. This process is more com-

plex than it might initially appear: often, several plans

in the library can satisfy a single goal, and there may

be an unlimited number of ways to bind a given plan's

internal variables to di�erent values. For each deci-

sion, or focus point, the planner relies on a set of con-

trol rules to decide which plan or variable binding to

select. As planning continues, the planner may some-

times backtrack to one of these focus points to make a

di�erent selection. The process continues until the goal

at the top level has been satis�ed. Thus we cast ex-

ploration as a problem of constructing and navigating

through a network of decisions, represented by focus

points. Execution of each primitive action generates

one or more new results; the network of decisions and

results combines all the �ndings.

This design provides an adequate framework for

a (hypothetical) system that acts completely au-

tonomously. At any point in the explorationAide con-

siders one decision|a speci�c node in the focus point

network|to be its current focus of attention. The sys-

tem can make autonomous decisions based on its in-

ternal plans and control rules, without consulting the

user. New �ndings are combined in the network with

existing results, creating opportunities for further ex-

ploration. As control rules indicate that speci�c results

should be pursued no further, then each branch of the

exploration comes to an end.

As we argued earlier, however, complete autonomy

is undesirable for Aide. Rather, the system must ac-

commodate the user's knowledge about the data and

the goals of the analysis. Maintaining the balance be-

tween autonomy and accommodation is harder than

might appear at �rst glance. If the system can take

actions without consulting the user, it can as a natural

consequence drive the analysis into inappropriate ar-

eas, possibly losing the user in the process. Similarly,

the user must not be constrained to take only those ac-

tions the system �nds reasonable; on the contrary, with

better visual pattern-detection abilities and knowledge

of what variable values actually mean, the user should

be able to take the analysis in whichever direction ap-

pears appropriate. The system must nevertheless be

able to follow in the user's path, ready to contribute

to the process once it again reaches a familiar area.

Aide's design addresses these concerns as well.

Plans attempt to implement common statistical prac-

tice, relying implicitly on the user's knowledge of what

actions are appropriate in a given situation. Thus

Aide's autonomous actions often anticipate the user's

goals. (User modeling, which would allow reasoning

about the knowledge and goals of speci�c users, is be-

yond Aide's abilities.) More signi�cantly, the user can

explicitly direct Aide's activities, the interaction tak-

ing place within a conventional menu-based statistics

package. Menu choices let the user load a dataset, com-

pose variables into relationships, compute summary

statistics, generate linear models, partition data, run

statistical tests, and so forth. These menu operations

are tied internally to the focus point network, so that

if the user tells Aide to run a regression of y on x,

the system will search through the network to �nd a

decision point associated with selecting relationships,

then �nd or create an appropriate branch for (x; y),

and then incrementally select a sequence of plans that

run the regression, explore the residuals, evaluate the



results, and so forth. The user can review both the

results and an explicit model of the decision-making

process that led to the results, and make modi�cations

as necessary.

Interaction is thus a exible trade-o� between auton-

omy and accommodation. When the user gives Aide

explicit directions to perform some operation, the sys-

tem can follow along, ready to give assistance once that

result is reached. When the user simply tells Aide to

carry out one of its own suggestions, the system pro-

ceeds autonomously, until it reaches a result it consid-

ers signi�cant. At this point the user can review, ex-

tend, or redirect the analysis. The system behaves in

some ways like a conventional statistics package and in

some ways like an autonomous machine learning pro-

gram, and in the best case combines the bene�ts of

both types of system.

Evaluation

Evaluation focused on a simple hypothesis:

Exploration is more e�ective

with Aide than without.

The experiment involved testing subjects under two

conditions. In the User+Aide condition, subjects ex-

plored a dataset with Aide's help, while in the User-

Alone condition, subjects explored a dataset in a sim-

ilar statistical computing environment, but without ac-

tive interaction with Aide. Aide's e�ectiveness was

then determined by measuring di�erences in perfor-

mance between the two conditions.

Several factors can potentially confound an exper-

iment like this: di�erent subjects may have di�erent

facility with EDA techniques; user interaction may be

di�erent under the two conditions; the datasets to be

explored may contain di�erent types of structure and

patterns; and the order in which conditions are pre-

sented to subjects may make a di�erence.

To control for these and other e�ects, we set up the

experiment as follows. All subjects explored the same

two datasets, one in theUser+Aide condition and the

other in the UserAlone condition. The interface was

identical in both cases, lacking onlyAide functionality

in the UserAlone condition. The datasets contained

arti�cial data, generated by similar but not identical

models, to provide equivalent problems to be solved

in both conditions. The dataset/condition assignment

was randomized, as was the order in which the datasets

were explored. Because of the time and e�ort involved

in overseeing individual trials, which lasted on the or-

der of three to four hours per subject, the experiment

was limited to eight subjects. The small sample size

limited the range of the conclusions we had hoped to

reach, but it did not a�ect our main results.

The generation of a dataset followed roughly this

procedure: Start with a directed acyclic graph of

twenty nodes. Each node corresponds to a variable.

Associate with each node a simple function of the

arcs from its incoming variables; for example, if a

node c has arcs from a and b, the function might be

c = (a � b � b) + �, where � is normally-distributed

noise. Associate speci�c distributions with nodes that

have no incoming arcs (exogenous variables). Compute

a single row of the dataset by sampling from each ex-

ogenous node's distribution and \pushing" these values

through the rest of the graph. By repeating this pro-

cess many times, we can collect as many variates (i.e.,

rows of a data table) as we need. The two datasets

for the experiment were generated from graphs al-

most identical in structure and with comparable dis-

tributions and functions attached to the nodes and

arcs. Each variable in the dataset was given either a

plausible-sounding name, to help a subject identify po-

tential relationships, or an arti�cially generated name

(e.g., \V20"). In the experiment, subjects were in-

structed to identify the direct relationships in the data

and to supply observations describing them (i.e., as lin-

ear relationships, clusters, power relationships, and so

forth.)

We de�ned several related measures of accuracy: the

average number of direct relationships correctly identi-

�ed and described, over all subject observations made

(p); the total number of correct observations (kp); the

average number of direct relationships correctly iden-

ti�ed, without regard to their correct description (i);

the total number of correct identi�cations (ki). Sub-

jects performed as shown in Table 1. A matched-pair,

one-tailed t-test tells us that p and kp are higher for

subjects in the User+Aide condition: t = 2:217 and

1:808, with p-values around 0:03 and 0:06, respectively.

A similar result holds true for i and ki.

This comparison tells us that Aide contributes sig-

ni�cantly to the correctness of a given user's obser-

vations, on average, and that Aide contributes to a

higher total number of correct observations as well.

To put this in perspective, we can dismiss a few plau-

sible but trivial explanations for better performance

in the User+Aide condition. First, subjects entered

roughly the same number of observations in both con-

ditions, with a median di�erence of 0.5 between the

conditions. Improved performance thus depends not

only on making more correct observations, but also

on making fewer incorrect observations. Further, sub-

jects directly examined about the same number of

variables and relationships in both conditions: 73 for

User+Aide, 66 for UserAlone on average per sub-

ject. This di�erence is not great enough to account for



p kp i ki

Aide Alone Aide Alone Aide Alone Aide Alone

Subject 1 0.29 0.34 4.0 5.5 0.538 0.455 7 5

Subject 2 0.39 0.29 3.5 3.5 0.667 0.417 6 5

Subject 3 0.50 0.21 3.0 1.5 0.875 0.285 7 2

Subject 4 0.56 0.37 10.0 7.0 0.632 0.579 12 11

Subject 5 0.44 0.29 4.0 2.0 0.556 0.500 5 3

Subject 6 0.34 0.50 4.5 5.5 0.571 0.583 8 7

Subject 7 0.50 0.07 3.0 1.0 0.500 0.429 3 6

Subject 8 0.59 0.36 6.5 1.5 0.667 0.500 8 2

Table 1: Average correct (p, i) and total correct (ki, ki) observations per subject

Command Condition % Total Mean SD Median IQR

TotalOperations User+Aide 331 158 361 297

UserAlone 191 83 180 144

LocalOperations User+Aide 38% 127 84 118 134

UserAlone 73% 140 81 143 122

NavigationOperations User+Aide 44% 146 73 137 148

UserAlone 12% 22 5 21 9

ManipulationOperations User+Aide 13% 44 37 28 65

UserAlone 9% 17 21 9 24

Table 2: Summary of operations selected, averaged over all subjects

the performance improvement; in other words, better

performance in the User+Aide condition is not due

to subjects simply seeing more of the data. It is also

not the case that subjects in theUserAlone condition

never happen upon the relationships and patterns sug-

gested by Aide in the User+Aide condition. Of all

the correct suggestions Aidemade about each dataset,

only one was not also tried by subjects in the User-

Alone condition.

Explaining subject performance

Having established that subjects explore data better

with Aide than without, we can take on the more dif-

�cult problem of explaining Aide's contribution to the

process. This will involve extracting patterns from the

traces of subject behavior and relating the patterns to

performance results (using, for the most part, Aide

itself to carry out the analysis.)

Exploratory operations in Aide can be divided

roughly into three types. Some operations are con-

cerned with local decision-making: selecting a variable

or constructing a relationship for display, examining

indications, or asking the system for documentation of

proposed actions. These are what we will call Local-

Operations. They involve decision-making at a single

focus point: assessing information about which vari-

ables and relationships it would be worthwhile to de-

scribe, or evaluating the applicability of di�erent oper-

ations and procedures to describe a potential pattern.

LocalOperations account for 40% of the operations in

the User+Aide condition. NavigationOperations are

such actions as initiating the exploration of a variable

or relationship or going back after generating a result

to select another relationship. In other words, these

operations generate new focus points, or take the ex-

ploration from one focus point to another. Navigation

is responsible for almost half (44%) of the operations

in the User+Aide condition. Finally, Manipulation-

Operations are a speci�c type of navigation operation,

involving selection of the reductions, transformations,

and decompositions that make changes or additions to

the data. Data manipulation accounts for only a small

portion of the total number of operations. Table 2 gives

a statistical summary of the operations made in each

condition for all subjects. Because the distributions are

somewhat skewed, the table presents the median and

interquartile range as well as the mean and standard

deviation. Statistics for the UserAlone condition are

given for comparison.

These summaries give us a rough idea of how sub-

jects went about exploring a dataset. Much of the

e�ort, in terms of the number of operations applied,



involved examining the data from di�erent angles and

evaluating ways of building descriptions. Subjects

showed a good deal of mobility, not just in moving

from one data structure to the next, but also in moving

from one point in the network of exploratory plans and

actions to another. This point was also emphasized by

most of the subjects in their assessments: a common

theme was the importance of being able to navigate

through the exploration process. The summaries also

show that data manipulation was secondary to other

activities; we might even think of navigation and lo-

cal evaluation of decisions as setting the stage for data

manipulation.

The di�erence between the User+Aide and

UserAlone conditions is striking. While local

decision-making is the most important factor in the

UserAlone condition, navigation dominates in the

User+Aide condition. We infer that the naviga-

tional facility, which relies on an explicit model of the

data analysis process, above the level of individual op-

erations, is a factor in improved performance in the

User+Aide condition.

These variables are related as shown in the model in

Figure 1, produced by Aide's causal modeling proce-

dures. In this model and the ones that follow, nodes

represent features of the system (in the User+Aide

condition), and arcs represent causal inuences be-

tween them. These models were constructed using

causal modeling techniques comparable to those in

the literature, such as Pearl's IC (Pearl & Verma

1991) and Spirtes et al.'s PC (Spirtes, Glymour, &

Scheines 1993), modi�ed when necessary to reect our

understanding of the variables and relationships in-

volved (Cohen 1995). We have eliminated TotalOp-

erations from this model, because, as we know, it is

a linear function of the other three variables. The re-

lationship between NavigationOperations and Local-

Operations is relatively strong (r = 0:67), as is the

relationship between NavigationOperations and Ma-

nipulationOperations (r = 0:54). The variables Ma-

nipulationOperations and LocalOperations are weakly

correlated to begin with (r = 0:29), and if we hold

0.670.54
Manipulation Navigation Local

Figure 1: Model of operation counts

NavigationOperations constant the correlation drops

to 0:12. Exploration of the relationships in this model

shows no unusual patterns.

We can also connect our modeling e�orts with the

results of the last section by bringing performance mea-

sures into the picture, as shown in Figure 2. As ex-

pected, the identi�cation of a relationship inuences

its correct description (i.e. i inuences p.) Otherwise,

i is inuenced by NavigationOperations, while both p

and i are inuenced by ManipulationOperations. This

latter set of inuences is interesting, in that explicit

data manipulation accounts for relatively little of the

total e�ort a subject puts into the exploration, but is

a factor in determining both performance measures. A

plausible explanation is that data manipulation oper-

ations are generally applied only when one perceives

some kind of pattern. Data manipulation operations

generally provide a more detailed view of a pattern,

and thus a greater number of these operations leads

to more accurate observations. This model gives us a

set of plausible, tentative notions about how subject

behavior, in terms of the types of operations applied,

inuences performance.

Explaining AIDE's behavior

Up to this point our analysis has concentrated on the

behavior and performance of individual subjects. We

want to bring in other factors that inuence perfor-

mance, such as the type of pattern involved in a de-

scription, but we run into a problem: this kind of prop-

erty characterizes observations, not subjects. It makes

little sense to compute some kind of pattern-type score

for each subject, averaging over all observations.

Let's take a di�erent tack. If we are willing to ag-

gregate the results of all the subjects, we can build

a tentative model of Aide's behavior based on the

properties of individual observations, rather than of

individual subjects. As before, we concentrate on the

observations made during the User+Aide condition.

We can now use properties of individual observations

as variables:

� Op: whether an observation correctly describes a

pi
0.77

0.670.54
Manipulation Navigation Local

Figure 2: Model of operation counts, plus performance



variable or direct relationship in the data. Op is

T if correct, F otherwise.

� Oi: whether an observation identi�es a direct rela-

tionship in the data. Oi is T if direct, F otherwise.

� Suggested: whether Aide suggested a variable or re-

lationship for exploration. A common theme in sub-

ject assessments was the helpfulness of Aide's sug-

gestions in imposing structure on the exploration.

For some subjects this even led to di�erences in when

observations were made, over the life of a trial: in

the User+Aide condition most observations were

made early on, toward the beginning of the trial,

while in the UserAlone condition they were more

evenly distributed over the entire session.

� Pattern type: the type of pattern identi�ed. Because

Aide has di�erent plans to suggest and generate de-

scriptions of di�erent types of patterns, we expect to

see some interaction between this variable and our

performance measures.

We might think that Aide's performance could be

directly determined from the performance of individual

subjects. That is, we might think that when subjects

subjects do well,Aide is doing well, and when subjects

do badly, this is Aide's fault as well. However, per-

formance cannot be so simply decomposed. Subjects

often rejected Aide's suggestions, and tried more pos-

sibilities on their own initiative. The resulting observa-

tions thus depend not only on Aide's e�orts, but also

on whether subjects accepted Aide's advice. Overall

we see a dependence between Suggested and Oi, as

shown below; a �
2 test gives a result of 3.298, with a

signi�cance of 0.069. Aide's suggestions are in general

e�ective.

Suggested Suggested Totals

Oi = F 14 18 32

Oi = T 14 42 56

Totals 28 60 88

Clearly there will be a strong relationship between

Oi and Op, as can be seen below. Any relationship that

is correctly described must �rst be correctly identi�ed,

which imposes a strong dependence between the two

types of correct observations, as well as incorrect ones.

Between these variables we �nd a �
2 of 47.665, which

is extremely signi�cant.

Op = F Op = T Totals

Oi = F 31 0 31

Oi = T 12 42 54

Totals 43 42 85

Now, Aide's initial suggestions, concerning which

data structures to explore, are based on activation and

preference rules that consider the types of patterns

present in the data when making their decisions. Thus

we might expect to see a relationship between Sug-

gested and Op, but we �nd none. This is actually not

surprising. Suggested and Op can only be indirectly

related to one another; patterns are only potentially

identi�ed by suggestions, to be extracted through plans

that are executed later. The decisions made in these

plans at the lateter stages will have a much stronger

inuence on the correctness of the resulting descrip-

tions.

The variable Pattern-Type interacts with both Oi

and Op. That is, the likelihood that a pattern is iden-

ti�ed and described correctly depends on its type. This

is plausible, because activation and preference rules de-

pend on patterns in the data. Thus Pattern-Type and

Oi should be related. Because di�erent plans are used

to generate di�erent types of patterns, Pattern-Type

and Op are also related, to an even greater extent. The

�nal model is shown in Figure 3. Further exploration

of the data turned up no signi�cant additional infor-

mation.

Discussion

Aide di�ers from conventional statistical interfaces in

maintaining an explicit model of the process of explo-

ration, in addition to its individual operations. Thus

the user can tell Aide, \Back up a step in the analy-

sis," or \Show me the decisions leading to the current

state," or \Stop doing x; consider decision y instead."

The breakdown of operations by type showed that nav-

igation was in fact the most common type of operation

during exploration. Our results illustrate the bene�t of

viewing interaction as an exchange in a persistent pro-

cedural context|a planning context|rather than as

a series of one-shot transactions (Ferguson, Allen, &

Miller 1996). For autonomous data exploration sys-

tems that concentrate on local decisions in a static

modeling framework (e.g., deciding whether to split

a continuous variable in a decision tree, or deciding

Context Pattern-Type

X
2 

= 8.7 X
2 

= 9.6

OpOiSuggestion
0.750.20

Figure 3: Model of performance relationships



whether to add a variable to a regression model), one

implication is that much can be gained by increasing

exibility and opportunism at a more global level.

Aide owes a debt to earlier systems developed to

explore the concepts of statistical strategy. These in-

clude REX, an expert system for regression analy-

sis (Gale 1986), TESS, a search-based system for data

description(Lubinsky & Pregibon 1988), and systems

by Hand (Hand 1986) and Oldford and Peters (Old-

ford & Peters 1986). Gale, Hand, and Kelly describe

other relevant work in an excellent comprehensive re-

view (Gale, Hand, & Kelly 1993).

From an AI standpoint, Aide is an example of a col-

laborative system (Grosz 1996). Collaborative systems

generally face a number of di�cult problems, including

being able to reason about shared goals and context,

deciding how to allocate responsibilities, and commu-

nicating about coordination and evaluation (Terveen

1995). Some of these problems are alleviated in Aide

by the partial hierarchical planning approach and the

constraints of the domain. For example, as a general

purpose systemAide is designed to have no knowledge

of subject-matter context|what the data mean. This

puts limitations on the degree of strategic decision-

making that Aide can exercise. Instead, the user gen-

erally remains in charge of deciding where the explo-

ration should go, while Aide attempts to takes on the

tactical burden of exploration.

In summary, Aide helps users to make decisions

about the presence of structure in the data, better

decisions than are made without Aide's help. Aide

improved the performance (by di�erent measures) of

almost all the subjects in the experiment. Data manip-

ulation and navigation operations turn out to be the

most important factors in determining performance,

though actual data manipulation accounts for only a

small proportion of the total activity. Other relevant

factors are the quality of the suggestions Aide makes

to the user and the type of result, or description, being

generated. Aide has de�nite limitations, especially in

the depth of its plan library and sophistication of its

internal planner. Nevertheless, our experimental �nd-

ings are encouraging evidence that Aide is a step to-

ward collaborative human/computer data analysis.
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